Non-invasive ECG-triggered 2D TOF MR angiography of the pelvic and leg arteries in an open 1.0-tesla high-field MRI system in comparison to conventional DSA.
A non-contrast-enhanced 2D time-of-flight magnetic resonance angiography (TOF-MRA) protocol was compared with the gold standard of planar digital subtraction angiography (DSA) by calculating correlations of vessel diameters. A total of 1134 vascular diameters in 81 corresponding sites were prospectively measured by TOF-MRA and DSA in seven patients (four women, three men; mean age, 68 years). For a total of 162 vascular segments per patient, 81 Spearman's ρ correlation coefficients were calculated, consolidated to 41 due to consideration of symmetry (right/left), and assessed by correlation quality. In the 41 consolidated segments, correlations were good, very good, and excellent in 25 segments (n=10>0.5, n=4>0.7, and n=11>0.8), moderate to poor in seven segments (n=4>0.3 and 0<n=3≤0.3), without in two, inverse in three, and nonmeasurable in four segments. Correlations were best for the main arteries above the knee, and these arteries were most consistently visualized. The TOF-MRA protocol presented here can be performed in an open 1.0-T MRI system in 60-90 min. Visualization is degraded when the target artery leaves the plane orthogonal to the imaging plane (1) or signal yield is poor due to small caliber (2).